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Spectral properties of quasiparticles in silicon: A test of many-body theory
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The spectral functionA(q,v) of silicon has been measured along a number of symmetry directions using
high-energy high-resolution electron momentum spectroscopy. It is compared with first-principles calculations
based on the interacting one-electron Green’s function which is evaluated in theGW and the cumulant
expansion approximations. Positions of the quasiparticle peaks~dispersion!, their widths~lifetimes!, and the
extensive satellite structures are measured over a broad range of energies and momenta. The band dispersions
are well described by both calculations, but the satellite predicted by theGW calculation is not observed.
Unlike theGW calculation, the cumulant expansion calculation gives a significantly better description of the
shape and momentum dependence of the satellite structure, presenting a promising approach for studying
high-energy excitations.
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The vast majority of experimental and theoretical work
the electronic structure of matter is based on the concep
mean field. Electrons are assumed to interact with a pote
~most accurately derived from the density-functional theo!
due to the average charge distribution. Theories dealing
plicitly with electron-electron correlation are computatio
ally very challenging and few reliable experimental data
ist to test the outcome of the calculations. It is therefore v
important to provide benchmark tests to validate the ma
body calculations and here we show that electron momen
spectroscopy~EMS! of high-quality crystalline targets ca
provide such tests.

The prototype semiconductor Si has been used as a
bed to study the influence of electronic correlation on
spectral functionA(q,v). Many first-principles calculations
have been carried out on bulk silicon, see, e.g., Refs.1
The majority of the many-body calculations are based on
GW approximation to the interacting one-electron Gree
function.9 Comparison between theory and experiment h
however, been largely limited to analyzing energies of pe
positions ~band dispersion! and band gaps. Thus angle
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~ARPES! in combina-
tion with tuneable synchrotron light sources has been ex
sively used to map the dispersion of the bulk bands in silic
along high symmetry directions~see, e.g., Refs. 10–12 an
references therein!. However, there are very little quantita
tive data available on the shapes of the quasiparticle pe
~lifetimes!, the spectral weights~quasiparticle densities! as a
function of momentum, and the satellite density as a funct
of energy and momentum. These properties of the spe
function arise directly from electron correlation and provi
stringent tests for approximations to the full many-bo
problem. The motivation for testing these theoretical a
proaches is that first-principles~ab initio! calculations of
many physical quantities of interest require the interact
one-particle Green’s function as an input. It is therefore i
portant to have reliable methods for accurately calculat
both the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy, a
hence ofA(q,v).
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There are severe difficulties in extracting the fullA(q,v)
from ARPES experimental data. These difficulties inclu
knowing the specifics of the transitions involved, such as
untangling of final-state effects from the initial-state one
and the energy and momentum dependence of the m
elements. In addition, there is usually a significant ba
ground count underlying the peak structures, which tend
obscure any continuous satellite contribution. EMS~Refs. 13
and 14! does not have these drawbacks, the cross sec
~i.e., the measured coincidence count rate! being directly
proportional toA(q,v). Background due to inelastic mul
tiple scattering of the incident and/or emitted electrons c
be accurately deconvoluted revealing any satel
contributions.15

In the high-energy high-resolution EMS spectromet
which is fully described elsewhere,16 a well collimated beam
of 50-keV electrons is incident on a thin self-supporti
sample. The incident and struck electrons emerge with ne
equal energies~25 keV! and polar angles (;45°) relative to
the incident~z! direction. The use of such high energies f
the incident and emitted electrons reduces greatly the m
tiple scattering effects, which plagued earli
measurements.17,18 These high energies have the added
vantage that the measurement is relatively bulk sensit
i.e., it is not strongly affected by surface reconstructions a
surface states as is the case for low-energy ARPES mea
ments. The energies and azimuthal angles of the emi
electrons, detected in coincidence, are measured with e
trostatic analyzers fitted with two-dimensional positio
sensitive detectors.16 In high-energy EMS the incoming an
outgoing electrons can be accurately treated as plane wa
Knowing their energiesEi and momentaki , one can infer
the binding energyv and momentumq of the struck electron
before the collision through the conservation laws,

v5E02E12E2 , q5k11k22k0 , ~1!

where the subscriptsi 50,1,2 refer to the incident and emi
ted ~scattered and ejected! electrons, respectively.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! Measured momentum densities along the^100& ~left!, ^110& ~middle!, and^111& ~right! symmetry directions in Si
presented in a linear gray scale plot. The calculated LMTO band structure in the repeated zone scheme is superimposed with a lin
proportional to the momentum density at that momentum value, the dashed sections making no significant contribution.
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If the mean scattering plane~horizontal! is defined as the
x-z plane, then the momentum componentqy is determined
by the relative azimuthal anglesf1 , f2 of the two detected
electrons. The momentum components in thex andz direc-
tions are determined by the choice of polar anglesu1 , u2. In
the present case the polar angles were both fixed at 44.3
that qx5qz50. Different choices ofu1 andu2 about 44.3°
give other values forqx andqz , in which case the measure
ments are along lines in momentum space that do no
throughq50 ~a G point!.16

In EMS the measurement involves real momenta an
does not depend on the crystal lattice, working as well
~gas-phase! atoms and molecules, amorphous materials a
does for crystals. Hence we can measure the spectral f
tion in any direction. In our setup we can align the sample
such a way that the spectrometery axis coincides with either
the ^100&, ^110&, or ^111& direction. Diffraction spots of
the transmitted beam were observed at a phosphor scre
check the sample alignment. The sample was a th
(;20 nm) silicon crystal witĥ 001& surface normal~see
Ref. 17 for sample preparation details!. The energy and mo
mentum resolution are, respectively, 1.0 eV and 0.1
(1 a.u.'1.89 Å21).

The measured density plots, up to a binding energy of
eV relative to the valence band maximum, are presente
Fig. 1 in a linear gray scale~black being the highest density!.
Also shown are the bands calculated in the full-potential
ear muffin-tin orbital ~FP-LMTO! model in the extended
zone scheme.19 Of many momenta which correspond to th
same crystal momentum, only a limited number contrib
significantly to the Bloch wave. In Fig. 1 the line thickness
proportional to the contribution at that particular momentu
to the Bloch wave. At momentum values that do not contr
ute significantly to the Bloch waves the dispersion is in
cated by the dashed lines.

For the measurement along the^100& direction~left panel
in Fig. 1!, the theory predicts that band 1 in the first Brillou
zone is occupied, as is band 2 to which it changes abrupt
0.61 a.u. There is no band gap in the dispersion while cro
ing the first Brillouin zone. After leaving the second Bri
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louin zone the density drops only gradually to zero. There
in the measurement also an additional branch at sma
binding energy which merges with the main feature at
a.u. This small contribution comes from Brillouin zone
which abuts thê 100& direction, and is due to the finite
momentum resolution and possibly a small misalignment

In the ^110& symmetry direction~central panel in Fig. 1!
the band switches from band 1 to band 3 at the Brillou
crossing, which is with the (111) and (111)̄ planes. Here we
see the classic band-gap behavior, with band 1 havin
minimum in the binding energy at the zone crossing, a
diminishing intensity after the crossing. Band 3 on the oth
hand has zero intensity at zero momentum and its den
increases as the momentum increases up to the bounda
the first Brillouin zone, where it has a maximum in the bin
ing energy. The density continues to increase beyond
crossing. It has a minimum in binding energy when it cros
the next set of Brillouin zone boundaries, and its dens
drops after that when it leaves Brillouin zone 3.

In the ^111& direction ~right panel of Fig. 1! the density
moves from band 1 to band 2 at the boundary of the fi

FIG. 2. The experimental dispersion in the peak density~dots!
along the^100& ~left half! and ^110& ~right half! directions com-
pared with the LMTO calculation~full line!. The open circles are
ARPES data taken from Ref. 11 and diamonds and squares
ARPES data taken from Ref. 12.
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Brillouin zone, band 1 having a minimum in binding ener
there and band 2 a maximum. There is again a considera
band gap. In general, the agreement between the mea
ments and calculations is quite good for all symmetry dir
tions, although it is obvious that the calculated density d
not follow exactly the measured density. Leaving aside
the moment the question of the widths in the measured d
sities, the peak in the observed density in the^100& direction,
for instance, is aroundq50.75 a.u., whereas for the LMTO
calculation it is at the bottom of the band atq50.

FIG. 3. Spectra at selected momenta along the^100& ~top!,
^110& ~bottom! directions. The dots are the experimental data
convoluted for inelastic multiple scattering effects~Ref. 15!. The
full and dashed lines are the results of the cumulant expansion
GW calculations, respectively.
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A more accurate comparison between the measured
calculated band dispersions is presented in Fig. 2 for
^100& and ^110& symmetry directions. Here a fitting proce
dure was used to extract the peak position of the meas
density at different momenta and compared with the theo
Also included for thê 100& direction are the ARPES data o
Refs. 11 and 12, with typical errors as indicated in the figu
Agreement between the present measurements and the c
lations is excellent, the only noticeable deviation is that
observed value of the band gap between bands 1 and 3 in
^110& direction is smaller than the calculated one. Genera
the EMS curves are more smooth and well defined than
ARPES ones. Moreover, all dispersive structures predic
by the theory are reproduced by the experiment.

Returning now to a more detailed discussion of the sp
tral density distribution, we show in Fig. 3 the spectra
selected momenta along two high-symmetry directions. T
experimental spectra atq50 ~a G point! should be the same
and provide a check on the reliability of the data. Also i
cluded are the results of two first-principles many-body c
culations based, respectively, on theGW and the cumulant
expansion approximations to the one-electron Green’s fu
tion.

The theories, convoluted with the experimental ene
resolution, are normalized to the experimental data by fitt
them to the peak of the quasiparticle structure at the comm
point q50 ~a G point!, the theories having equal total den
sities. Both calculations show considerable broadening of
quasiparticle peak, particularly at low momentum. Due
this broadening, which is largest atq50, the peak height
there is smaller than at higherq, in agreement with the mea
surements. In thê100& direction the small low-binding en
ergy peak arises from the minor contributions from band 4
discussed earlier.

The observed satellite structure is smooth and continu
up to over 30 eV in binding energy. At zero momentum
accounts for approximately 0.6 of the total spectral weig
its density dropping rapidly with momentum, accounting f
around 0.3 of the spectral weight atq50.77 a.u. TheGW
approximation~see also Ref. 1! gives a satellite peak at abou
1.5 of the plasmon energy above the main quasiparticle p
This is not observed in the experiment. TheGW approxima-
tion is known to give accurate quasiparticle energies but
wrong satellite structures. In alkali metals, for example, ph
toemission spectra show the presence of multiple plasm
satellites whereas theGW approximation yields only one a
too large an energy.20

This shortcoming of theGW approximation has been
solved by including vertex corrections in the form of th
cumulant expansion to the Green’s function.21–23 This takes
into account the processes of multiple plasmon creation. A
result the calculated peak positions of the plasmon satel
in alkali metals were found in a much better agreement w
the experiment than those predicted by theGW scheme
itself.20,24 In the case of silicon~see Fig. 3! the cumulant
expansion calculation does not give a distinct satellite pe
instead it gives a broad continuous satellite distribut
which drops off smoothly from the main quasiparticle pea
This is in much better agreement with the measurements
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 233205 ~2003!
is the prediction that the satellite density drops off rapid
with increasingq and moves to regions of smaller bindin
energy.

In conclusion, we have measured the complete spec
function of the prototype semiconductor Si along the th
high-symmetry directions. Although the dispersion of t
peak in the main quasiparticle structure is well described
the LMTO model, it completely fails to describe the oth
observed features. Comparison with first-principles calcu
tions shows that theGW approximation predicts the mai
quasiparticle features quite well, but cannot describe the
ellite structure. The cumulant expansion model does ra
better, describing the main quasiparticle structures very w
It also gives a reasonable description for the shape and
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